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In a good way, of course...

Treating you like 
family from one 
generation to  
the next.

   

www.patrickwilliams.co.uk

Reading: 0118 957 3579
Tilehurst: 0118 942 0777
Pangbourne: 0118 984 4444
info@patrickwilliams.co.uk

We make buying, selling  
and letting easy for you.

People come to us because they  
know we always do the right thing. 

Because we get results and are  
always there when they need us.                         

And, most of all, because we  
always treat them like family…

Family values go  
such a long way…

For more than 70 years, we’ve  
been treating people like one  
of our own – in Reading, Tilehurst,  
Pangbourne and beyond.

You’ll find us friendly, knowledgeable,  
professional – and here for you.

With Patrick Williams, you’re family.  
Give us a call and find out for yourself.

   

� � � � �� �� �� �
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With the autumn really closing in now and uncertain times ahead, one concern on many people’s minds
is how much we may all be asked to stay at home and indoors over the coming months and just how we
are all going to get through it with our mental and physical health intact.

With the long period of beautiful warm dry weather throughout the initial lockdown, Pangbourne residents
were very fortunate to have an embarrassment of riches in terms of the availability of local countryside,
rights of way and outdoors activities that were still permitted and accessible during even the tightest
period of restrictions.

I know that we personally have walked many familiar routes this summer as a family unit and got outdoors
with the kids like never before. Alongside these, we also “discovered” paths and walks that I never knew
existed and we have learned like many others to get to know the local area in a whole new way.

The influx of visitors to the area once restrictions began to ease, demonstrates just how desirable the
local area and its open spaces are and I am told that more recently there has been an increased interest
in moving into the area from larger towns and cities as people across the country value open space more
than ever.

Without the daily grind of the usual commute for many there is more family time available and there is a
tangible “buzz” around the village as people stay local and live and shop local. 

At a rough count, the parish is fortunate enough to have no fewer than 13 different officially recognised
footpath routes marked on the definitive map stretching throughout the village, along the river, across

EXPLORE 
YOUR LOCAL 

RIGHTS OF WAY 
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LOCAL NEWS

PANGBOURNE 
VILLAGE MARKET 

We would like to thank all our
customers who have supported our
weekly outdoor market. The weather 
is now proving too cold and
unpredictable to continue outside. As
the problems with the covid virus are
causing further concern we have
decided to close the market until the
situation improves. The last thing we
want is to spread the virus in any way.
As soon as we feel it is safe for all
concerned we will reopen the market.
In the meantime we hope you all 
keep well and we look forward to
welcoming you back when the
situation allows.

the meadows and out into the upper reaches of the civil parish beyond Bowdens Green and Wakeman’s
to Fullers Copse where the parish meets Upper Basildon and Bradfield. In addition, and perhaps
surprisingly some of the most walked “local” footpaths towards the Purley end of the village and Sulham
Woods actually fall into the civil parish of Purley. Then there are the numerous unregistered paths and
cycle routes not listed officially but so often used by many.

Whatever their parentage, we are lucky to have them. Time after time we are told of the importance of
walking, cycling and outdoors activity to the promotion of good general health at a time when this is
especially key. Donning the wellies for a muddy walk to blow the cobwebs away with on a stuffy grey
winter’s day works wonders in our house and will be one activity that we hope to continue throughout the
coming months no matter what those months bring.

If you are interested in joining our new working group to help look after, love and maintain some of the
parish’s more central footpaths, please do get in touch with Pangbourne Parish Council via the email
address supplied on the Council pages later in this edition

Please stick to public rights of way, and stay within the limits of open access land.

Public rights of way map:
https://gis1.westberks.gov.uk/applicationtemplates/onlinemap/

Open access land map: http://www.openaccess.naturalengland.org.uk/wps/portal/oasys/maps/Section4

PROWs are signposted and maintained by the District Council:

Footpath – for pedestrians only.

Bridleway – for pedestrians, cyclists and equestrians only.

Restricted Byway – for pedestrians, cyclists, equestrians and carriage drivers only.

Byway – for for pedestrians, cyclists, equestrians, carriage drivers, and vehicles.

All PROWs are marked at the roadside with signposts, and at intervals along the routes with small
arrows. Public footpaths in West Berkshire are marked with signs like these, and with yellow arrows. 

DAY AND NIGHT BELL
Until 1968 my father was the local doctor in Pangbourne where
he practised from our home, Fernbrook. When he retired in 1968
the house was sold and converted to offices, now flats and houses,

and I retrieved the bell plate. 
While the Day and Night Bells were in
everyday use, and polished every day, the
Speaking Tube was seldom used as there
was a window immediately above and my
father and the patient just shouted to each
other. However latterly there was a
handbasin in the bedroom above and we
children seldom missed the opportunity
to see if the tube was working properly by
getting one of the younger siblings to put
their ear to it while we poured water
down it. 
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LOCAL NEWS

THE APT IS READY TO GO

A Project has been set up on the Good Exchange for
donations towards modernising the Ladies. If you 
would like to donate to this project, simply log into
www.thegoodexchange.com and search project 18253. The
Greenham Common Trust is match-funding up to £5K of
donations. Gift Aid can also be added if you are a UK tax
payer. Therefore a personal donation of £100 on the site
means £225 would be received by the APT!

The Trustees of APT are delighted to say that we are ready to begin the modernising of the Toilet Block in Station
Road. We always knew that we would have to refurbish the toilets, but we decided to go further and modernise
them, and we have been planning this for some time. Work will commence in mid November 2020 with the Disabled
Toilet (DDA), for which we already have sufficient funds, and it is expected to take about four weeks. This will bring
it up to today’s standards for such a facility. We hope to have some sort of event to mark its opening before Christmas.

The present Disabled Toilet is not large enough to
manoeuvre a wheel chair. To create more space for
this, the dividing wall between the DDA and the
‘Ladies’ has to be moved further into the Ladies, at
the expense of one cubicle.
The APT Trustees had originally hoped that work 
on modernising the Ladies could be done
simultaneously so as to minimise disruption to all,
but we do not currently have sufficient funds to give
a go ahead for this second project. With some good
fund raising, we hope and expect to carry out the
upgrading of the Ladies sometime in 2021.
If you would like further information and/or
clarification please call 07881 905983.
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Tel: 0118 984 1333
www.ninos-trattoria.co.uk

Christmas Shop!
Panettone, limoncello,

Prosecco and wine, gift vouchers,
hampers and more . . . 

It’s that time of year now where we will be selling
our infamous panettone, (a Christmas must buy!)
as well as liqueurs, wine and Prosecco, oils 
and vinegars, biscotti and treats, gift vouchers
etc. Either loose, or in gorgeous gift hampers.
Offering click and collect as well as home
delivery for all shop items. 
Place orders early to avoid disappointment. See
website, pick up order form in store, or call to
enquire! 
See editorial in this magazine to read our story.
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LOCAL NEWS

The Pain of the pandemic causing many people to feel
anxious, scared and reminiscing for the “normality “ of
the past whatever that was before. 
If you wake up and don’t want to smile . . .
If it takes just a little while . . .
Open your eyes and look at the day . . .
You’ll see things in a different way.
Good advice indeed and as my youngest daughter
Caitlin reminded me “Manifest your future with
positivity but remember to stay present and grounded”. 
During these uncertain times of Covid 19, lockdowns,
social distancing and other restrictions it can be more
difficult to look forward with hope.
Hope is to want an outcome that makes life better in
some way. It not only can make a tough present
situation more bearable but can also improve our lives
because envisaging a better future motivates you to take
steps (especially Step 1) to make it happen.
How can hypnotherapy help you to achieve your goals,
alleviate anxieties, boost self-esteem and confidence and
help you control many other conditions relating to
weight, sleep and addictions? 
You could (and many will) go your own way or follow
your dreams to try and break the chain or you could
give up and Jack like Fleetwood Mac!
Or you could book a consultation at Transzzzzformations
situated in the Heart of Reading (and a short walk from
Reading railway station) . . . (YES I do have a consulting
room, not just at excellent coffee shops in Pangers).

NINO’S CHRISTMAS PLANS FOR THE
RESTAURANT – ONLINE SHOP

Well what a peculiar year 2020 has turned out to be. I started the year as a restauranteur
training daily for a marathon (one that I am still yet to run, but shall do hopefully in 2021),
and I’m ending the year having taken an odd forced sabbatical from the day-job, and
have accrued just about enough shop-keeping/vegetable experience to last a lifetime . . .  
With the future of the hospitality industry still looking so uncertain, I regrettably cannot
share our usual update on opening hours/Christmas booking protocol. However I can
share with great joy, that we have a new project this wintertime at Nino’s, in the form

of our annual Christmas pop-up shop, revised! This year, we’ll be launching an online shop, (as well as usual 
in-store sales) selling our Panettone, Limoncello, Prosecco, Gift Hampers and more, available for click and collect,
and also home delivery. Having grown our retail stock over lockdown, we now have access to some wonderful new
products which not only will make fantastic gifts this Christmas, but may just be the perfect way to really help us
tick over during the coming “second wave” where it’ll be difficult to do business in the usual way . . .
This will be a big step up from our previous offering last year, and it’s an exciting project to be able to start thinking
about. Retaining focus throughout the last six months has been crucial at this difficult time, and moving forward I
hope that all our wonderful customers can not only enjoy our gift offerings in this new way, but help support us also. 
We’d ask all those interested to check our website or call us to enquire, as pre-ordering any wine and food you may
need (as well as any gifts or hampers for others) is the best way to avoid disappointment and help us stay organised!
A massive thank you to you all for your ongoing support thus far, and we look forward to as many of you sampling
our Christmas gifts as possible!

Nino Junior

Why not book a consultation Today and in
Transzzzzformations you will be transported into a
world of your imagination – take a look and you’ll see
into your imagination. 
Many people try hypnosis / hypnotherapy / hypno
analysts when they feel hopeless having tried and
exhausted other more conventional methods for their
pains and maladies. I myself tried it many years ago for
unresolved grief and a severe alcohol problem and
given time hypno analysis worked for me and I’m 28
years sober. 
In my unique subliminal consulting room people are
amazed to discover the power of their subconscious
mind and how powerful it can be to help them in SO
many ways to improve their lives.
It can seem almost magical, talking of a magical figure
with a beard we all hope Fr Christmas will visit us this
year.
I have been on a zoom call with him and delighted to
report he’s been self isolating in Lapland and is fit and
healthy to deliver presents this Christmas – if you have
been good.
The Magic and Hope
of Christmas is with
us even in these
uncertain times and I
wish you and yours a
healthy, happy and
peaceful Time.
Ho Ho Ho

H.O.P.E = HOLD ON PAIN ENDS . . .

Jim Tubbs-Galley
Hypnotherapist and Reiki Master
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Pangbourne Club
Rosewood Hall, Whitchurch Rd, Pangbourne, Reading, RG8 7BS

Pangbourne 
Club

•  Air Con throughout
•  3 full size snooker tables
•  Pool Table
•  2, 2mx2m projector screens and 

large TV’s
•  BT Sports
•  Conference Facilities
•  Function Room for hire with 

kitchen facilities and licenced bar

•  Live Entertainment every second 
saturday of the month

•  Bingo every Thursday evening

•  Jazz 1st Sunday evening of 
every month (fee applies)

•  Regular exercise classes

•  Weekly raffl es

•  Cribs teams
•  Snooker Teams
•  Table Tennis

Facilities Entertainment

Teams

t: 0118 9842885
e: info@pangbourneclub.co.uk
    Visit us on Facebook
www.pangbourneclub.co.uk

Objectives
PWMC is run as a non-profi t making 
organisation by its members through an 
elected committee, which provides a social 
facility for residents of Pangbourne, the 
surrounding area and for people working 
in the village.

LOWEST DRINK PRICES IN THEVILLAGE

NEW MEMBERS WELCOME
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ALCOHOL COUNSELLING
Are you worried about your drinking or 

about the drinking of someone you love?
If so, I can help.
QUALIFICATIONS:

MSc in Addic!on Psychology & Counselling from London South Bank University
Member of the Bri!sh Associa!on of Counselling & Psychotherapy (BACP)

PLEASE VISIT MY WEBSITE
stewartkennedycounselling.com
Please call, text or email Stewart: 

07711 872 548     stewartmkennedy@sky.com

Traditional High Quality 
Local Christmas Turkeys

The Taste of Christmas

• Free Range Bronze

• Traditional White

• Organic

• Locally Reared 

Call or order online to reserve your  
award winning turkey!

www.waltersturkeys.co.uk | 01635 578251

Bower Farm Aldworth RG8 9TR

2017 Great Taste  
Award for Turkey  

Crown

We are delighted that The Mill will be re-opening as a theatre on 30 October.

Join us for a special Winter Season of Comedy, Magic, Cabarets, small shows and 
talks. All tickets include a delicious À La Carte meal in our beautiful restaurant.

ANNOUNCING OUR NEW WINTER SEASON

millatsonning.com(0118) 969 8000 BO O KING NOW

S O N N I N G

T H E M I L L
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 e Boathouse Surgery
Whitchurch Road

Pangbourne
RG8 7DP

• Rehabilitation of urine leakage, urgency, prolapse, 
short and long term pelvic pain

• Pre and post  Womens health operations
• Pre and post-natal advice and treatment 
• Mummy MOT - specialist post-natal assessment from 

6 weeks following delivery 
• Pre-menopausal, menopausal and post-menopausal 

conditions and symptoms 
• Sexual related problems

DIAGNOSE. TREAT. RECOVER.

0118 976 7189

WOMEN’S HEALTH PHYSIOTHERAPY

www.boathousephysiotherapy.co.uk
boathouse.physio@nhs.net

Contact us for advice today:

DIAGNOSE. TREAT. RECOV
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CHURCH NEWS

Church services at St resumed back
in August, and it has been wonderful to join
together in prayer (at a distance) and to see
familiar faces again (behind a mask, of course).
At the time of writing, we are celebrating Mass
once a fortnight; and these are now live-
streamed on both Zoom and YouTube.

Advent and Christmas at St will no
doubt be different this year. We have a number
of plans, but these are still somewhat fluid, as we
respond to changes in government guidelines.

Please do check the parish website for updates.
There you will find details of our Christmas
services, as well as other initiatives such as an

video (produced by the children of
the parish); Advent carols; activities suitable for
small groups of up to six; and details of how to
support local charities and those most in need.

If you are not online, please phone the office or
check the church noticeboard for updates.

Fr Peter & Parish Office: 0118-971-5350      
www.douaiparish.org.uk

C

           
w

For more information contact 
Doug on 0118 961 4610

Weds 7 November
Categorically Speaking®

Weds 5 December 
Festive Quiz

Weds 6 February
General Knowledge Quest

Tickets: £9  
(with a glass of wine or a soft drink at the interval)

Social distancing 
doesn’t mean no socials...
One of the great things  
about the Oddfellows  
is sharing good times  
with friends.  
 
Although we can’t see  
each other face to face  
right now, we’re doing  
lots of great stu9 online.

Tuesdays, 10.30am 
CoIee and Games 
Morning (Online). 
 
Wednesdays, 3pm  
Fun Weekly Quiz (Online). 
Thursdays, 11am  
Gentle Exercise Class 
(Online).

Contact Debbie on 07375 935 663 or  
readingdistrict@oddfellows.co.uk for  

further information and joining instructions.

www.oddfellows.co.uk
Reading Oddfellows

The Oddfellows is the trading name of The Independent Order of Odd Fellows  
Manchester Unity Friendly Society Limited, Incorporated and registered in England and Wales 
No. 223F. Registered OKce Oddfellows House, 184-186 Deansgate, Manchester M3 3WB.

Why not join in?

Ref 1699
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1 Thames Court  High Stre oring 9AQ

60 Broad Street  Read 1 2AF

Call 01491 873 989 or 0118 958 2016 www.chilternmedical.co.uk 
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• Double width lanes in our 25m Indoor Swimming Pool 

• Safe zone in classes for you to work out

• 1-2-1 Personal Programmes with Gecko Fitness Instructors

• Fitness Suite equipped with Cardio and Resistance stations

• Over 30 Fitness Classes per Week - Spin, Pilates, Yoga, Boxfit, Body Sculpt and more

• 3 Indoor Tennis Courts and 6 Performance Clay Courts

• 9 Hole Golf Course

Fl
ex

ible membership options*

 
 

 
 

 
 

 * Terms and Conditions apply

No  contract  or joining  fee

email: frontdesk@bradfieldcollege.org.uk  tel: 0118 964 4600
www.bradfieldsportscomplex.co.uk

Swimming .  Fi tness  Classes  .  Spor ts  Hal l  .  Gym .  Wel lbe ing

Fitter. Happier. Healthier

COVID-19
SECURE
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Boathouse
Dental Surgery

T
he

If you have missing teeth or loose fitting dentures, the answer is YES!

“Cool, calm and efficient with latest
technology, great place for an implant!”

Mr Anthony Guy
Are Dental

Implants for you?

www.boathousedental.co.uk Tel: 01491 872394

Email reception@boathousedental.co.ukHigh Street, Goring on Thames, Oxfordshire RG8 9AB Call 01491 872394 to book a consultation
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Multi-disciplinary clinic offering integrated 
health care in a friendly, relaxed setting  

Chiropody & Podiatry 
 Sports & Remedial Massage
Acupuncture & Homeopathy  

Chiropractic
the McTimoney

Way

for people and 
small animals

0118 984 3473 
Unit 2, The Old Mill
61 Reading Road 
Pangbourne
RG8 7HY
www.forhealthchiropractic.co.uk

RReelleeaassee yyoouurr 
bbooddyy’’ss ttrruuee 

ppootteennttiiaall

FFoorr HHeeaalltthh CChhiirroopprraaccttiicc
 

Suitable for all ages.  Free spine check available.
Evening and weekend appointments available.

 e Boathouse Surgery
Whitchurch Road
Pangbourne
RG8 7DP

- Prepare for or recover from your operation
- Shoulder pain that stops you reaching
- Knee pain that stops you walking
- Back pain that stops you li;ing
- Bladder issues that stop you going out worry free

If you or a loved one are suffering from daily pain that stops you from 
doing normal activities then we can help.

0118 976 7189

www.boathousephysiotherapy.co.uk

boathouse.physio@nhs.net

No referral required. Contact us for advice today:

DIAGNOSE. TREAT. RECOVER.
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LOCAL CLUBS

PANGBOURNE HERITAGE GROUP
BRUNEL’S LEGACY –

CONNECTIONS TO PANGBOURNE AND ENVIRONS 
My interest in Brunel’s GWR was aroused by one of the questions from the Twinning
Association Quiz. Namely the marker post to be found on the London bound platform.
I don’t know how old it is, and would be delighted if someone could tell me, but the
rather dilapidated wooden post indicates the point at which the distance from London
and Didcot by rail was registered. 
Isambard Kingdom Brunel is known as the inspiration for the expansion of the railway
line from London to the West Country in the 1830’s and overcame much opposition
from landowners along the route. However, according to local rumour, in Pangbourne
there was no such problem, and local landowners were very anxious to sell land, not
just for the railway line, but also the building of the station. In 1841 the station opened,
and from then on, the legacy of Brunel features not only here, but in some examples of
village architecture. 
Pangbourne Club in Whitchurch Road [previously known as the Working Men’s Club]
was originally a house and offices used by GWR managers and staff. The building as

it was in 1910 has been enlarged, but the
structure of the main section is much as it was.
Pity the navvies as they were known, who had
much poorer accommodation, mainly in tents
at Marsh farm. Their discontent erupted in a
strike in 1893, as written up in the local press,
when they marched on Pangbourne
demanding an increase in pay. 

A number of cottages were built from mid Victorian times to house staff connected to
the station or other branches of the GWR. This was common practice and they were
tied cottages until more recent times when they were sold on the open market. Some
of the woodwork showed a similarity to that of the station design, as seen in the
examples from Station Road and The Moors. 

The fishing poster from 1933 indicates that Pangbourne
station was used not just for commuting, but for leisure
activities, and the railway line is still a popular way to reach
the village and the river. One feature of the use of stations
was in the rise of the numbers of the population who
wanted something to read on their journey and hence the
appearance of WH Smith newsagents on station platforms,
including Pangbourne. 
A little further down the line, Cholsey church appears with
its grey, almost square tower planted in a surrounding area
of flat farmland. In a corner of the churchyard facing
towards the railway line lies the grave of Agatha Christie

[and that of her second husband, Max Mallowen]. I’ve often wondered if the placing
of the grave was something to do with her longing to be connected to her holiday home
in Devon, where she went every summer, by train. When visiting her Devonshire
home, Greenway, near the river Dart, I saw her suitcases, very ordinary ones, with
Cholsey Station handwritten on brown paper labels, ready for her return to her
Winterbrook home between Wallingford and Cholsey. Maybe her railway journey was
the inspiration for one of her Miss Marple stories, concerning a certain train from
Paddington? Who can tell. 
As with other village groups, activities have been curtailed until possibly next year,
but we have kept on communicating, and gathering information for the archive. Our
publication is receiving the final details in draft form, which has been a difficult process
to do remotely, especially when computer programmes don’t match up, but too much
work has gone into getting this far to abandon the project. We are grateful to all those
who have helped out so far. 
The AGM has been postponed until further notice, and members will be kept informed.
As soon as we are able to have a meeting we hope to welcome everyone back. 
Lesley Crimp, Siv Randall, Jane Rawlins and Ellie Thorne
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PANGBOURNE TWINNING ASSOCIATION 
Autumn is here again, and, in the absence of our usual winter fundraising activities, we are going to tell you about
some of our social activities that have continued throughout the Covid pandemic.

NEWS 
But first we have some sad news to share. In early October we heard that Lydia Ashplant had died on 28th of August,
her husband David having pre-deceased her by a few months. They were both keen members and supporters of
Pangbourne Twinning, since its beginning. Lydia was elected to the first management committee and served on it
for many years. They both continued to support the association even after their move to Lambourn, continuing to
attend our events and film nights. We offer our sincere condolences to the family. 
In happier news we welcome Russell Morse, a relatively new member who has been co-opted onto our management
committee. With his joining us, Richard Nurick, who retired as our Chairman 18 months ago, has retired from the
committee. We would like to record our enormous thanks to Richard for his tireless service as committee member
and Chairman. We miss him and hope he is enjoying a quieter life. So we are still short of helpful hands, our
committee is still too small. If any of our current members feel able to help, please get in touch with Alison Hill our
chairman via our website. 

FILM NIGHTS
As we cannot gather in large numbers for fundraising or social activities, we thought you would like to read about
our social activities. Firstly and most importantly please be aware that, with the “Rule of 6” we have decided that
running our Sunday evening film nights through the winter is not possible. So the October and November films
have been postponed. Please keep an eye open for announcements, on the usual noticeboards and online. We will
publish notice as soon as we think it is safe to resume them 

MARCHER ET PARLER 
The Marcher et Parler (Walk and Talk) group began in November 2019
with four walkers who braved the rain for a short stroll around
Englefield gardens with some nervous or rusty French conversation
about the autumn flowers followed by tea and cake at the Englefield
tea shop. Thus, began a new conversation group for the Pangbourne
Twinning ably supported by the knowledge and expertise of language
teacher Antonia Des Forges. To start with we walked once a month with

the numbers varying from
three to eight, we were soon
joined by some friends from
Whitchurch Hill Twinning Association and continued with walks to local
beauty spots such as Streatley Hill, Stanford Dingley, Reading Abbey and
along the river to Goring. Some members were keen to walk twice a month
and as new friendships developed the French conversation became more
relaxed and the topics more varied and huge fun.

As lockdown arrived, we moved to a weekly virtual rendezvous to continue with our language learning. Happily,
we gained some new regulars which included two from our French twinning partner group in Houdan who were a
great asset to the group online. To extend our language skills we decided to set each other quiz questions in French
which we had to research and answer in French. This progressed and the group was happy to organise an extended
quiz evening for the Pangbourne Twinning group inviting the Houdan group from France to join us online. 
As soon as the confinement ended, we returned to our walks but by now walking had become highly therapeutic
for many of the group and we were keen to meet weekly, sometimes stopping for a socially distanced picnic. As
restrictions ease, we have been able to add a relaxing pub lunch to the walk or enjoy coffee stops on the way. The
walks are planned by one of the group and we have discovered new paths in a wider area such as Littlewick Green
to Bucklebury in fact, all over the county. Whatever the weather we continue to extend our vocabulary, build new
friendships, and enjoy the fresh air and beauty of the Berkshire countryside. 
With the new rules of no more than six adults meeting, if more than six want to come any week, we split the
group. Walks are co-ordinated by Lauren Kilsby. If you would like to join a Tuesday walk, contact Lauren via our

Facebook page https://www.facebook.com/pangbournetwinning or our website http://www.pangbourne-
twinning.org/.walks are co-ordinated by the walk lead via a WhatsApp group.
During the next few weeks we are planning to hold another online meeting with our friends in Houdan. This will be
publicised on Facebook and our website. With several months of relative restrictions still ahead, we are keen to hear
of any ideas you might have for social activities with a French accent or fundraising ideas. 
Alison Hill and Lauren Kilsby – Pangbourne Twinning Association

Marcher et Parler becomes Manger et Parler 

Lunch after Stanford Dingley walk 
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NEWS FROM PANGBOURNE TENNIS CLUB
Tennis has really come into its own this summer, with a
record number of both adult and junior members taking
advantage of an ideal sport for these challenging times
– outdoors, naturally socially-distanced, great for all
ages and a super way to have fun and keep fit.
At the time of writing, the challenges of the Covid
pandemic are still very much with us. The opportunity
to have fun and exercise outdoors will be as important
over the autumn and winter as it has been over the
summer. Tennis still fits the bill – the club operates all
year round and we have lots planned to keep everyone
on court all the way through to March 2021.

Winter membership is now open
The winter season started on 1st October and runs to
31st March 2021. You can join for the winter for just £20
per adult, £40 for a family (two adults and all the
children) or £8 for juniors, with discounts for siblings.
Winter membership replaces the monthly membership
option available over the summer.

The autumn and winter programme – 
dates for your diary
The club has a programme to keep members active for
the next six months, with club coaching sessions, box
leagues, club afternoons and a special Christmas
afternoon of tennis.

Club coaching
The very popular club coaching will be running on
Sunday mornings (11am-12.30pm) and Wednesday
afternoons (1pm-2.30pm) throughout the winter.
Players of all abilities are welcome and the 90 minute
sessions include drills and technical work, finishing
with match play. Sessions are £10, with discounts for
pre-payment for four or more sessions. 
Places are limited to 12 per session, so don’t delay 
if you are interested! Details are available at
https://pangbournetennis.org/coaching-for-adults or get
in touch at info@pangbournetennis.org to find out more. 

Keep playing over winter!
We are keen to encourage all our members to keep
playing over the winter months. Box leagues will
continue to run for some friendly competition and look
out for the dates of club afternoons for social doubles
play. We are also gauging the interest in coaching for
juniors. Check https://pangbournetennis.org for the
latest information.

Christmas Tennis Afternoon: 
Sunday 13th December 1-4pm
Don your best seasonal jumper and join us for an
afternoon of tennis, mince pies and mulled wine to
round off 2020 and get some fresh air before the
festivities start in earnest. Damian Lane will be running
the very popular American tournament and members,
friends and family are all welcome. It’s free to enter,
although the maximum number of players is
unfortunately limited to 24. Contributions of prizes for
a raffle for club funds will be very much appreciated.
Let us know if you will be coming by emailing us at
info@pangbournetennis.org
As always, find out more about the club by coming
down to one of the coaching sessions or by emailing us
at info@pangbournetennis.org

Pangbourne 
Tennis Club 
CommitteeTournament winners: Katherine Carney and Alex Phelps

Celebrating a smashing summer season!
The weather was kind for our socially-distanced end-of-
season tournament and outdoor AGM on 6th September.
It was a full house, with the maximum 24 players taking
part in the American Doubles competition. Alex Phelps
and Katherine Carney were victorious in the grand final,
with John Alderton and Helen Phelps as runners-up. 
The AGM was the opportunity to celebrate the success
of the club over the last year and thank the committee
and the many other members who have contributed
their time to run the club. Everyone’s help has been vital
to the club’s achievements and is very much
appreciated. The plan to resurface one of the courts this
autumn has been postponed to spring 2021 as it has not
been possible to hold the planned fundraising activities
this summer. The Greenham Trust are matching any
funds the club raises for the resurfacing and we will be
finding ways of re-starting fundraising to take
advantage of this generous offer. We ended the
afternoon on a high and kick-started fundraising with
a raffle of a wonderful array of prizes donated by
members. Including matched funding from the
Greenham Trust, we raised £320 for the resurfacing
fund. Many thanks to everyone for their support.

The tournament in full flowThe tournament in full flow
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After what has seemed like an eternity we are at long
last ready to open our doors to the Community again.
The Trustees have been working hard to ensure we
comply with all the guidance for the re-opening of the
building. Many will know how difficult such a task is
in the current climate, with advice has been changing
all the time, however we believe we are ready. We
would like to thank the Pangbourne Parish Council for
all their help and advice.

ACTIVITIES
September saw the return of the first School groups to
use the Centre with Mary Hare School completing an
activity day with the Outdoor Academy. Although the
weather was not the best, a day canoeing was followed
by an activity day at the Centre, reports indicated a
great time was had by all. The centre was also used as a
check point by those competing in an ultra marathon
along the River Thames. I take my hat off to the
participants walking/running so far.
Just as we beginning to open our club activity sessions,
just as the River moves on to “Red Boards” indicating
increasing river levels and strong flows. We hope this
will be short lived and we can open our club sessions
as normal. Please keep an eye on our website or contact
us on info@adventuredolphin .co.uk. to find out if your
sessions are running.

CLUB SESSIONS
As we are gradually opening up we have a back log of
things we have yet to complete. The first of these are the
Duke of Edinburgh’s Bronze and Silver expeditions. We
have keen group at Bronze and Silver who are engaged
in trying to complete their expeditions to complete their
programmes. We are looking to try and achieve this by
the end of the year and then recruit for next year’s
groups in the New Year. If you know someone 14 or 15
who would like to get involved please contact theDofE
team at: DofEcoordinator@adventuredolphin.co.uk;
who will be happy to advise.
Canoe Marathon and Sprint racing is staring up
formally. The club paddlers have been training
informally as small groups and individuals to keep fit
as there have been no races over this summer. We hope
the Devizes to Westminster Canoe Race and the lead up
preparation races, the Waterside series of races at
Newbury, along the Kennet and Avon canal, and the
Thameside series at Reading will run, as they are a focus
of the winter training.
Social paddling is now looking to begin again on a
Sunday morning, informally a small group has been
going on the water exploring our local area over the
past months.

ADVENTURE DOLPHIN

COMMUNITY GROUPS
We have a number of Community groups who have
used the building in the past, who are now looking to
meet at the Centre again. Some of the groups were able
to continue to meet on line. The Trustees have proposed
a gradual move back into the building, so please contact
the leaders, tutors and coaches directly to find out more
about their plans.
As you will know it has been a hard time financially, as
we, like many other groups have had no income for the
last seven months so we are hoping we can bounce back.
Our biggest frustration was not being able to offer our
canoeing and climbing programmes over the summer
evenings and school holidays, missing out on the best
summer for a number of years. This at a time when we
are just about to complete our formal lease with West
Berkshire Council and Pangbourne Parish Council to
take over the running of the building and programmes.
As reported in the last magazine three of our trustees
are standing down at our Annual General Meeting in
November and we are very keen to recruit local people,
parents, ex parents of young people who have come
through the club over the last years. In particular we are
looking for someone to help out treasurer, someone to
look after our website and someone to assist in our
event marketing and advertising and finally a person
with HR management skills to advise us. Please contact:
info@adventuredolphin.co.uk or by telephone: Steve
Ellis (Vice chairman) 07792 277202 or Kevin Dennis
(Operations) 07500 707158 for an informal discussion to
find out more.
I am pleased to report after the last issue we have 
been able to recruit Angela Cullinan to our team 
who will be looking to further develop the use of 
the building. She can be contacted directly on
bookings@adventuredolphin.co.uk.
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In our club newsletter we asked ou members what
they had been up to, and we received a range of
replies of how they were staying fit and busy.
Completing the 1000 mile walking challenge, to walk
1000 miles in a year, at least three have completed with
a few more on the way. Walking Hadrian’s Wall and
the Coast to Coast Paths have also been completed.
Cycling challenges apart from regular rides, a daring
couple peddled all the way from Reading to Bristol
along the Kennet and Avon Canal.
Another small group have been exploring the Thames
and its tributaries from Abingdon to Windsor
including the Jubilee River, the flood scheme around
Maidenhead (The M4 passes over it towards junction
7). Swift Ditch, a small tributary around Abingdon
and the River Cherwell in Oxford was explored.
St Patricks Stream and the Hennerton Backwater with
the River Loddon near Henley have also been
paddled, still some miles to go to complete the
challenge but the aim is to finish by Christmas.

DOLPHIN BUSINESS HUB
Adventure Dolphin Centre has been quietly busy
over the past couple of months getting Covid safe and
freshening up with a splash of paint and setting up
the Dolphin Business Hub.
You’ll get a warm welcome over in the Dolphin
Business Hub. We’re a small, friendly, shared
workspace, designed to provide a comfortable office
environment away from home for the small business
owner, self-employed or home worker. 
We’ve got serviced desks, ‘Hot desks’ and great
meeting/ training room spaces for hire on an hourly,
daily, weekly or monthly basis. Best of all we’ve got
some great introductory prices for 2020.
• Are you tired of working from home but don’t

want the commute?
• Do you need an extra desk space but just on an 

ad-hoc basis?
• Are you ‘zoomed’ out and want a small Covid

friendly meeting?
• Are you a local business who needs a

meeting/training room or some extra space?
• Do you have a great workshop idea, if only you

had the space?
• Do you want a desk with a view?
If you say a big YES to any of the above, you may 
want to come and have an introductory visit (by
appointment) around the Hub in the Adventure
Dolphin Centre by Pangbourne Meadows. Contact
Angela on 07860 274162 for more information.

This year has shot by and I can’t believe we are already
in October and the fact Christmas will be upon us
before we know. So may we wish you all a very run
up to the festive period in the great hope we will be
able to share special time with friends and families.

PANGBOURNE ALLOTMENTS
It seems a long time ago now, but the early September
barbecue on the allotments, with everyone suitably
distanced, was a great success. It was a really beautiful
evening, and a great opportunity to chat – as well as eat.
Delicious puddings were
provided by Hilary John
(chocolate cake) and John
White (cherry cheesecake).
It must be about the sixth
year that the barbecue has
been held, so it is becoming
an allotment fixture.
As always, the year has
brought different challenges,
with a wet spring, a hot 
dry June and July and an
indifferent August. Being
able to work on the
allotments while chatting to
others at a distance has been a life-saver for some, and
people who were furloughed have had more time to get
their plots into shape and have hopefully had good

harvests to reward them for
their work. 
By the time this edition 
is published we will
hopefully have held our
autumn clearance working
party with skip. Helle Bond
has done sterling work 
re-homing various things
left – guttering, pipes,
insulation material etc – on
an allotment that has been
handed back, so that as
little as possible goes into

landfill, and at the same time has
helped to swell the PAA’s coffers.
Two new allotmenteers are now
busy getting it back into shape.
There is now a healthy waiting list
for an allotment, but traditionally
the wait has been less than a year,
so if you want to join the list and
you live in or near the village,
contact the Parish Council on
pangbourneasstclerk@gmail.com,
or phone Jo on 0118 984 5898.

PURLEY 
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY

The Trading Store is now closed for the winter season.
Please check the Society’s website for further details
regarding events.
Marion Dabbs – 9422349

All ages 
catered for!

All ages 
catered for!
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WHITCHURCH HILL CAMERA CLUB

One of my favourite images taken in Wales in August last
year. The train is just leaving Berwyn Station on the
Llangollen Railway Line. The water on the left is the River
Dee. The black and white building is the Station Master’s
House which is now available for holiday lets. (Alan Copeland)

At the beginning of the new season the club decided it had
to hold our meetings virtually – Zoom. It has meant we
have been able to present our published programme and
say welcome back to our members . . . and are for a while,
‘open’ to all visitors free of charge . . . come join us . . .

NOVEMBER
Wed 4 – IT’S A SMALL WORLD. Andy Sands APAGB
makes a welcome return with a collection of British
Natural History images with the emphasis on close up
and macro photography. 
Wed 11 – ROSEBOWL COMPETITION (round one). We
are the hosts for the first round this season when we
welcome members from the Princes Risborough, Pinner
and St Albans Camera Clubs.
Wed 18 – WINTER WONDERLAND. Keith Snell PhD
EFIAP EPSA LRPS showcases the unique landscape and
animal species of Yellowstone National Park in the winter.
Wed 25 – DIGITAL COMPETITION No 2. The first set
subject this season is “Abstract”. Our images will be
judged by Damon Guy from the Marlow Camera Club.

DECEMBER
Wed 2 – HOW TO CHEAT AT PHOTOGRAPHY. This
provocatively entitled talk allows Steven Galvin to
confess his sordid kiss ‘n’ tell secrets by demonstrating
how he outrageously “manufactures” his images.
Steven challenges the audience to identify how images
may have been “airbrushed”, covers the history of
“photoshopping” and debates the ethics of just how far
one should go. 
Wed 9 – THE MANY FACES OF PERU. Terry Pollard
ARPS DPAGB takes us on a guided tour of this
fascinating country including Colca Canyon and

WISHING YOU ALL A VERY HAPPY CHRISTMAS WITH A GOOD 2021 – Lyn Higgs 

ROYAL BRITISH LEGION 

Condors, Machu Picchu and Lake Titicaca finally we
journey to the North of the country to explore Peru’s
ancient history. 
Thur 10 – ROSEBOWL COMPETITION (round two).
The second round this season is hosted by the Abingdon
Camera Club where we are joined by clubs from
Harrow and Chesham.
Wed 16 – CHERNOBYL AND PRYPYAT. Trevor
Morecraft LRPS has spent four days from two trips (2016
and 2019) to the Chernobyl exclusion zone exploring the
Power Station itself and the abandoned town of Prypyat.
He delves into some of the history before the accident and
photographically explores the deserted town, both outside
and inside the buildings. With photographic advice on
the way, using both Canon and latterly Olympus cameras.

Sadly, as with most other charities, we have had to
cancel our events for this year. This includes, of course,
our Annual Dinner, our biggest fundraising event
besides the Poppy Appeal street collection. Not only is
it sad for us but also The Elephant Hotel who have
regularly hosted this profitable and fun evening.
With regard to the street collection, there obviously will
not be any of our hard working volunteers standing
outside The Co-op and Lloyd’s pharmacy, no matter the
weather conditions. But, trays of poppies will be placed
in the local businesses with their respective collection
boxes so you can still wear your poppy with pride in
exchange for a donation!
Of course, the Remembrance March, which would have
been scheduled for Sunday November 8th, will not be
taking place. However, in true tradition and respect for
our heroes, a very small ceremony will take place at the
war memorial at St James the Less church at 11.00am
that day and will strictly follow government regulations,

masks and social distancing. Following observing the
two minutes silence, the exaltation will be given,
wreathes laid by a representative of the Parish Council,
Fire Service, RNLI, Merchant Navy, SAS and The Legion
followed by the reading out of the fallen of Pangbourne.
Sadly, other village organisations, in particular those of
children will not be present. Of course, this is being held
in a public place, so should you wish to observe the
proceedings, please respect current requirements ie the
wearing of masks and adequate social distancing from
other observers. This way, we’ll stay safe whilst
honouring our troops.
Hopefully, all being well, 2021 will be safe and we shall
be able to hold much needed fundraising events. In the
meantime, please remember the Poppy Appeal and give
as generously as you can afford. You can also donate
online at www.britishlegion.org.uk. Many thanks to you
in anticipation of your generosity.
Denise Saunders – Pangbourne Branch Treasurer

THE CHAIRMAN’S PICTHE CHAIRMAN’S PIC
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ALL WORK GUARANTEED
OVER 15 YEARS EXPERIENCE

• EXTENSIONS
• ALTERATIONS
• RENOVATIONS
• EXTERNAL DECOR

• CONVERSIONS
• KITCHENS/BATHROOMS
• PATIOS/DRIVES
• LISTED BUILDING WORKS

ALL ASPECTS OF BUILDING WORK UNDERTAKEN
FULLY INSURED • REFERENCES AVAILABLE

                                                                                 
                                                                                         

 

 

                                                                                 
                                                                                         

 

 

                                                                                 
                                                                                         

 

 

                                                                                 
                                                                                         

 

 

                                                                                 
                                                                                         

 

 

                                                                                 
                                                                                         

 

 

Unit 12,
Manor Farm,
Peppard Common,
RG9 5LA

YOUR LOCAL GLASS
AND GLAZING COMPANY

• All types of glass cut to size

• Mirrors, shelves and table tops

• Greenhouse glass and picture glass

• Full glazing service, trade and domestic

• Broken windows and shopfront glass replaced

• Traditional leadlights repaired

• Broken and misted 
double glazed sealed units replaced

• UPVC, aluminium and hardwood windows, 
doors and conservatories

• Delivery service

CALL FOR ADVICE AND FREE QUOTATION

01491 629901

STANROD MOTORS 2
STANROD MOTORS 2

is happy to collect and deliver your car
for all your MOT and servicing needs

Call Steve or Sean 
at STANROD MOTORS 2
today on 0118 976 7686

Open 8am-6pm Mon-Fri  •  8am-Noon Sat
14 Station Road, Pangbourne, Reading RG8 7AN

email: info@stanrodmotors2.com
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REBECCA KINGWELL
FI NANCIAL  PLAN N ER

Rebecca Kingwell Financial Planner is an Appointed Representative of and represents only 
St. James’s Place Wealth Management plc (which is authorised and regulated by the Financial 

Conduct Authority) for the purpose of advising solely on the Group’s wealth management products 
and services, more details of which are set out on the Group’s website at www.sjp.co.uk/products

Comprehensive, bespoke, financial advice & planning

Would you like to start making 
better provision for your future and 
retirement? 

Do you need help understanding 
your existing pension 
arrangements?

I offer specialist advice on pension 
planning, investment planning, 
savings, tax efficiency and life and 
critical illness protection.

e: rebecca.kingwell@sjpp.co.uk  t: 0330 053 6797   

www.rebeccakingwell.co.uk

Oxfordshire . Berkshire

Rebecca Kingwell
BSc (Hons), DipFA

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 

 

 
Garlands for high quality food and much more. 

Seeds, nuts and grains|Sustainably caught fish| 
Organic fruit and veg | Artisan bread |Dairy &  

Non-dairy chilled foods |Speciality and “Free from” 
foods |COOK remarkable  food for your freezer | Local 

beer |Organic wines| Health supplements | Natural 
Cosmetics |Eco-friendly household products |   

BOODY bamboo clothing |Candles |  
Essential Oils | Loyalty scheme 

 
       

6 Reading Road, Pangbourne, RG8 7LY 
0118 9844770  orders@garlandsorganic.co.uk 

garlandsorganic.co.uk 
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PANGBOURNE VALLEY PLAYGROUP

SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL SETTING
Pangbourne Valley Playgroup has existed in our village
for decades and we’re sure many parents reading this
article will have fond memories of when their children
attended this lovely setting. It really is at the heart of
creating the family community that makes living in
Pangbourne so special. Since opening hundreds of local
children have attended this lovely setting. 
2020 and the effects of the Covid-19 pandemic has had a
big impact on the playgroup. The setting was closed for
3 months during the initial lockdown and was only able
to re-open to children in mid June. As a community run,
not for profit playgroup this has had a devastating effect,
with no session income over this period and the
continuation of staff wages and bills. We are now getting
back on our feet but we are still facing the challenges this
pandemic is throwing at us, which has had a fairly major
impact on our finances. It has never been more
important to support your local affordable childcare
setting to ensure its continuation for many more
generations to come. 
LOVE IT OR LOSE IT AS THEY SAY!
We hope that the readers of Pangbourne Magazine and
our lovely community will come together to help our
playgroup and enable it to flourish for the future. If you
are able to try and help us then please consider whether
you could contribute to one of our fundraising ideas
outlined below or serve on our committee. We would be
grateful for any contribution, however large or small. 
If anyone has any ideas, offers of time or help – please
do get in touch with us via the email address:
pvpg.enquiries@gmail.com.
• Pangbourne Valley Playgroup is registered with

Easyfundraising. You’ll find main big name retailers
there like John Lewis, Amazon, and eBay, all ready to
help us raise more for our charity. Simply go to
www.easyfundraising.org.uk, search for Pangbourne
Valley Playgroup, choose your favourite retailer and
click the 'Shop Now' button. When you buy something,
the retailer donates to the playgroup as a thank you.

• Support us when you shop online smile.amazon.co.uk.
Register for Amazon Smile and choose to support
Pangbourne Valley Playgroup. The playgroup gets a
donation every time you shop at no cost to you. 

• We are signed up with the West Berkshire Lottery
which gives you a 1/50 chance to win a prize each
week with a top prize of £25,000! Tickets are only £1 a
week and 60p of that goes to good causes.
https://www.westberkshirelottery.co.uk/support/
pangbourne-valley-playgroup

• Please consider a donation to our Go Fund Me page
which can be found at https://gf.me/u/y2wh9y or go

to www.gofundme.com and search for Pangbourne
Valley Playgroup

• If you have the time and dedication to support our
committee then we are always on the lookout for new
members. We are seeking to increase the membership
of the committee and so would be keen to hear from
anyone that might be able to help us from the
community. Anyone with any experience of childcare
settings, being a treasurer or fundraising experience
would be wonderful but equally enthusiasm, a big heart
and dedication go a long way! Please do get in touch
using the above email address and come and meet us.

OUR PLAYGROUP
If you are looking for a friendly, child focused and
affordable childcare setting in Pangbourne please get in
touch and arrange a visit. The playgroup offers fully
funded 15- and 30-hour places to eligible children. Older
children often also attend the FS1 morning session at
Pangbourne Primary School and can be walked across
to attend afternoon sessions at
the playgroup, providing even
more flexibility. It is unique
because of its structure – it is run
by a dedicated parent committee
and this is special because it
means that the children are the
focus rather than profit. 
Throughout the years the playgroup has evolved and
changed but the constant has been the excellent start that
children receive. The playgroup caters for children aged
2-5 years which are critical developmental years in a
young child’s life. These years shape their personality,
self esteem and confidence. The playgroup has always
placed the children’s needs at the heart of the
organisation and we are incredibly lucky to have a very
dedicated team of staff who really care about the
children in their care. The playgroup has fantastic links
with the primary school and this makes the transition to
reception incredibly easy as children get to know the
school setting and staff. 
We are pleased to be able to offer an almost full return
to normal sessions with all sessions bar Fridays back up
and running and we have been able to welcome new and
existing children in the Autumn term. At a time when so
many drop in playgroups and activities are not running
due to current restrictions, the playgroup still has places
available and parents are welcome to get in touch to
arrange taster sessions to try it out.
Thank you for reading and together we hope that our
playgroup will grow and thrive.
Best wishes and stay safe from the Pangbourne Valley
Playgroup committee and staff
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PANGBOURNE PRIMARY SCHOOL 

FRIENDS OF PANGBOURNE PRIMARY SCHOOL
FOPPS, the Friends of Pangbourne Primary School, has been continuing to support the children’s education and
experiences, now that the school is back open. The top priority for 2020/2021 is ICT and we are replacing the entire
school’s interactive whiteboards and funding an additional Class’s worth of Chromebooks. We are also putting
funding aside to replace the playground equipment in the Foundation Stage area, and other activities and items to
support the children’s education and wellbeing.

PANGBOURNE 10K – YOUR WAY! 
Unfortunately, due to restrictions on large gatherings imposed by the
coronavirus pandemic we had to cancel the Pangbourne 10k in 2020.
However, we created an amazing alternative event – Pangbourne 10k –
Your Way.

This event was open to all and aims
to encourage increased fitness for
runners, parents and children in the local area, as well as raise funds for FOPPS.
We opened it for a whole month between Sunday 20 September and Sunday
18 October, with categories for individuals, families, teams and children. 
People could be sponsored, sponsor another runner, make a donation, or
simply join in our virtual event and share your experiences with no cost. 
Sponsorship remains open at
https://www.justgiving.com/campaign/fopps10k 
We are also very proud that our headteacher Mrs Fry did her own 10k, and
her fundraising page is also still open:
https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/melissa-fry
The KS2 teaching team were also keen to join in, and they’ve been
fundraising too at https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/ks2team
Well done Mrs Fry and the KS2 teams!

Unfortunately (but not unexpectedly) we’ve had to cancel the annual Fireworks Fiesta, as we can’t hold events with
lots of people on school property! 
This is a real shame and it will impact our ability to raise funds to support the school. However, we do have several
online ways to support our local charity. We have three online and retail programmes – the West Berkshire Lottery,
Amazon Smile, and shopping at the local Co-op stores.

West Berkshire Lottery is an exciting weekly lottery that raises money for good causes in
West Berkshire – and FOPPS is now registered as one of the causes. If you would like the
chance of winning up to £25,000 AND supporting FOPPS, all you need to do is go to the
site below and purchase a ticket.
www.westberkshirelottery.co.uk/support/fopps

If you shop online at Amazon, you can now also help to raise funds for FOPPS. Next time you
log on, navigate to smile.amazon.co.uk and choose to support Friends Of Pangbourne Primary
School (FOPPS). AmazonSmile is a simple and automatic way for you to support a charity
of your choice every time you shop, at no cost to you. When you shop at smile.amazon.co.uk, you’ll find the exact
same price and products, with the added bonus that Amazon will donate a .05% of the net purchase price to FOPPS. 

We are again one of the local community fund charities in the Co-op in Pangbourne. 1% of spending
on Co-op branded products is divided among the local community funds, and if you have a Co-op card
you can log on to your account and nominate FOPPS as your chosen charity. Please consider supporting
your local primary school by shopping at the Co-op over the next few months.

Finally as a reminder we do have a textile recycling bin just inside the school playground, so if you need to recycle
some old clothes or shoes, do think of us.

As always if you would like to get involved, help or donate to your local primary school 
during these challenging times please contact us at info@fopps.org.uk.
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CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1. Carol’s on about some regal trio from

somewhere in the Orient (5,6)
5. Initially recording company has him as

someone of rank out East (4)
9. Cocky little bird, reputedly (5)
11. Antithesis of being told to go straight (4,5)
12. Comparatively ahead of his time, here he

outranks, on any count (7)
13. It has, not least, a durable inner quality as

well as overall flexibility (7)
14. Hot in class? So teach cool i.e – use this as

an answer! (9,3)
18. I was calm before the Christmas storm –

but now I’m just this (7,5)
21. So, Ed finally had to be hung out to dry? (7)
23. Using them sounds like balances may be

affected (7)
24. It’s rare grans that can sort things out round

the cooker (9)
25. Contradictory name for French composer,

of standing, that is? (5)
26. Dior saw this as a replacement, post war (4)
27. Have faith that these will provide for those

waiting (5,5)

DOWN
1. Total withdrawal and this country gets the bird –

cold? (6) 
2. Address Bob correctly as he’s got a Civil Award (6)
3. Sounds like like the response to the hatchet being

buried on stage (9)
4. Gourmandise on an English cheese here (5)
6. Get up for a rescue that’s gone on the rocks (8)
7. Could well describe theatre work censored behind

the (iron?) curtain (8)
8. Ideal seats for Shakespearian night out – currently

really unseasonal (5,7)
10. Sounds like a nag, but there’s a bell going off nearby

(12)
15. They may make a song (not dance) about something

(9)
16. Currently inside is the place to be if there’s one of

these (8)
17. The speaker’s on at the start for a musical work on

Hispanic water(8)
19. His panto role cut back – ironically, adding a hole

could make sense (6)
20. Estimate here the worth of Bottom’s role in MND (6)
22. Rather dull overall when seen finally from behind. (5)

(ANSWERS ON PAGE 41)
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PANGBOURNE COLLEGE

INDIVIDUAL SPORTING SUCCESS FOR PANGBOURNE PUPILS
As team sports begin to start up again in new circumstances, Pangbourne pupils have managed individual success.
The College equestrian team has begun competition, and so far progress has been
very good. College pupil Isla Farrow won her first class and came 4th in her
second and third class at the recent national qualifiers for dressage and combined
training at Bury Farm Equestrian Centre. This was enough to secure her two
places at the upcoming National Championships, to be held at Addington Manor.

In rugby, the Captain of the College’s
First XV, Calum Scott, has been
awarded England Academy Player
status. This means he is part of a 
small group of players within his
premiership academy club with this status and places him on the pathway
towards professional rugby after Pangbourne.
“Becoming an EAP was a great feeling, and it is something I have worked
really hard for,” said Calum. “There is still a long way to go, and I am very
much looking forward to the upcoming season.”

The College’s new Director of Sport, Mr Sam Hewick, said: “It is great to be able to support Calum in his ambition
to play for England. I am also proud of how many students are playing rugby here at the College, and it’s great that
Calum can set an example for our younger players.”

SIXTH FORM 
STUDENTS FOCUS ON 

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
AND LIFE SKILLS

A year ago, Pangbourne College underwent a full inspection by the Independent Schools’ Inspectorate (ISI), which
judged the College to be excellent in all categories including pupils’ personal development. The focus on personal
development continues, even with the adaptations required to learn in a COVID-safe environment.
For Sixth Form students, the new academic year began with a day-long mix of workshops and interactive sessions
dedicated to personal development. They first spent time with an external expert and Pangbourne teaching staff
crafting their personal statements for university applications. The main event of the day was a ‘behavioural profiling’
workshop, based on questionnaires the students completed in the summer.
“Essentially, the colour profiling system assigns everyone a suite of colours based on their behavioural preferences
and styles,” explained Mr James Bamforth, Head of Sixth Form. “The workshop helped them to understand their

own working styles and preferences, as well as the preferences of their
peers. Taking the idea that it is easy to remember your ‘colour’, it helps
students to reflect on themselves, understand how to get the best out of
each other, work well in teams, and communicate effectively.”
The focus on personal development and lifelong skills has continued for
the 50+ Sixth Form students involved in the Duke of Edinburgh Award
scheme. Temporarily paused during the lockdown, the expedition section
of the Gold and Silver Awards had to be adapted.
“In a normal year our Duke
of Edinburgh Silver and Gold
participants would go to

South Wales and further afield for multi-day expeditions,” said Mr Andy
Crossley, Duke of Edinburgh Award Manager. “This year, they have been
able to run their expeditions using the College as a base. In planning and
carrying out a full expedition, including map reading, setting up camp
and cooking outdoors, students learn how to work together as a team,
communicate effectively and support their peers.”

Calum Scott

Isla Farrow
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Email: info@laffordandleavey.co.uk
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zz zzTrans Formations

Jim Tubbs-Galley
Hypnotherapist and Reiki Master

Addiction • OCD
Stress • Anxiety and Fear 
Depression • Shyness

Public Speaking
Self-Esteem and Confidence

Sleeping Problems
Stop Smoking • Weight Loss

Be free of old habits and 
insecurities with hypnotherapy

Jim trained at the highly respected RBCCH (Royal Berkshire College 
of Clinical Hypnosis) and in 1993 trained at UK London College of 

Clinical Hypnosis, so you can rest assured of many years experience. 
Drawing from the fields of Hypnotherapy, Cognitive Behaviour Therapy (CBT) 

and Neuro Linguistic Programming (NLP). Jim uses the most effective 
techniques from clinical practice to enable you to develop an enhanced 

and sustainable sense of well being, control and happiness.

Everyday debilitation fears and phobias cause unnecessary distress for 
thousands of people. Feel better about yourself. Hypnosis will help you 
retrain your mind so you'll feel much more confident in future situations.

07881 878 545
Based in Reading town centre

Evenings, late nights and

weekend visits available

www.transzzzzformations.co.uk
The Old Forge, 8 Merchants Place, RG1 1DT

Corporate and business group sessions – hypno boost your workforce!

CHIEF NOURISHER IN LIFE'S FEAST . . . 

Jim Tubbs-Galley
Hypnotherapist and Reiki Master
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01488 647204 07979 507 195
robfox@foxestreeservices.co.uk
www.foxestreesurgery.com

Local business based in Newbury

• Tree Surgery
• Tree Felling
• Hedge Cutting
• Logs
• Fencing
• Fully Insured
• Fully Qualified
• Free Quotations
• 24 Hour Callouts
• Competitive Prices

Hedge Cutting Fencing Plant Hire Obstructive Trees Complete Tree Care Stump Grinding
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• Retirement home in Streatley on Thames • 24 hour care and support by well qualified staff
• Elegant, homely and relaxed country house in attractive grounds

• Peace, privacy and independence in caring surroundings
• Serving the local community for over 30 years

01491 872174  www.coombehouse.co.uk  enquiries@coombehouse.co.uk
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15 years guarantee 
on all high performance felts

also

Tiling and Lead Repairs

Phone Bradfield
0118 9744701 or
07880 930 958

Email: eddylaming@hotmail.co.uk

38 years experience
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DRAIN & ABLE
Independent Drainage Service
24/7 EMERGENCY SERVICE
GUARANTEED ARRIVAL

ALL TELEPHONE CALLS ANSWERED
PERSONALLY

Call anytime on 0118 957 6244/
07795 598207

www.drainandable.co.uk

Locks changed, fitted, repaired & opened.
Yale locks, five lever mortice locks, digital locks, 

UPVC door locks & handles, UPVC window locks.

Emergency callout service
Over thirty years of experience. Free quotations

Tel: 01491 682050 or 07710 409216
www.acgservices.co.uk

LOCKSMITH

O�ce: 3 Wayside Green, Woodcote, Oxon RG8 0PR. Proprietor Richard Homden

A FAMILY BUSINESS SINCE 1826

THATCHAM – 01635 873672
TILEHURST – 0118 304 0068
READING – 0118 957 3650

ALSO AT BRACKNELL, CAVERSHAM, 
HENLEY, MAIDENHEAD, WOKINGHAM.

TRADITIONAL AND CONTEMPORARY 
FUNERAL SERVICE AND DIRECT CREMATION

FLORAL DESIGN AND MONUMENTAL MASONRY

PRE-PAID FUNERALS, LATER LIFE LEGAL SERVICES

BEREAVEMENT CARE

WWW.ABWALKER.CO.UK  
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PANGBOURNE PLACE-NAMES

PANGBOURNE HILL
As, by car, you squeeze through the narrow road by Church Cottage, you are following a road that is old, but not the
oldest in the village. Pangbourne stood on the Roman road from Dorchester, Oxfordshire, to Silchester, and around
the junction with the minor road from Reading, at the site of the churchyard, a settlement developed. It is from the
site of this former Roman settlement that the road up Pangbourne Hill evolved, leading into what must have been
until the mid-Anglo-Saxon period a sort of wooded wilderness.
It is significant in this connection that the name Pangbourne Hill contains the name hyll, for this has not been recorded
in use before c. AD 730, in the middle of the Anglo-Saxon period. From then on this term was used, like its Modern
English equivalent, as a general term when a hill had no defining shape. Such a hill was considered to have poor soil
in 1208 at Hungerhulle, a lost name at Brightwell, and was ‘happy (Merry-)’ at Merryhill Green, Winnersh. It was
indeed associated with a wild boar at Boar’s Hill, Wootton, and on Rood Hill, Welford, ‘hill with a cross’, there may
have stood either a crucifix or a gallows.
The Anglo-Saxons used terms for hills more precisely than we do. In the complete absence of maps, precise features
of the landscape were important navigation markers, especially if one was away from one’s home area. Being by
definition dominant, hills were especially significant. Take the term dun, the modern ‘down(s)’. It is rare in our area,
especially since Basildon is not a true dun name – it was first recorded in c. AD 630 as Bestlesforda, ‘Baessel’s ford’,
and in the Domesday Book of 1086 as Bastedene, ‘Baessel’s valley (denu)’. There is no mention of a dun, since the
substitution of -don for -den is modern. 
As is demonstrated in the excellent
“The Landscape of Place-names”,
by Margaret Gelling and Ann
Cole, a dun is a “low hill with a
fairly level and fairly extensive
summit which provided a good
settlement site in open country”,
especially when looked up at from
a distance. It was in use from the
start of the Anglo-Saxon period,
but is rare in Berkshire, because of
the absence of a ready supply of water on the chalk hills. In Oxfordshire, a good example of a dun is Claydon, as per
the illustration, where, in early Anglo-Saxon eyes, the site was indeed noteworthy for being on clayey soil, and
therefore having a good supply of water. However, clay makes a poor, muddy site for a settlement, so the hill top
was chosen because it would have had slightly better drainage than the slopes or valley floor.
The similar idea of looking upwards is present in Clifton Hampden. It is a settlement (-ton) on the steep riverbank
(Clif-) beside the Thames, and was (and is) a noteworthy feature for those travelling on the river. The church
particularly stands out as a navigation marker, as the illustration shows. Cleeve, Goring, is another example of clif

used of land rising quite sharply
from near the bank of a river.
Another term for land originally
seen from water is presented by the
term ora, which came to be applied
to a “flat-topped ridge with a convex
shoulder” (bulging outwards), as 
at Oare, Chieveley, and very clearly
at its namesake in Wiltshire, as the
illustration shows. The settlement is
not usually on top of an ora, and is
normally viewed from a distance –
as out to sea. The term may have

been borrowed from the Latin sea-faring parlance. The word ora, meaning ‘edge, coast or shore’, was probably used
by Latin-speaking sailors out in the Channel at the first sight of land, the Latin equivalent of “Land ahoy!” There 
is a series of ora type ridges behind the southern coastline that would have been seen rising above the horizon by
the sailors, for example if heading for Chichester Harbour. The names here include Bognor, Itchenor, Keynor
and Eleanor Farm. In due course the term ora would have been adopted by Germanic seafarers and then settlers,
and so passed into West Saxon vocabulary as meaning a ‘ridge’. The result in our area is names like Stonor, where

Claydon

Clifton Hampden
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the ridge was considered ‘stoney’,
Bagnor, associated with a ‘badger’,
and Boxford, Boxora in 821, on
which the ‘box tree‘ grew. 

If the whole hillside was wooded,
sometimes the term hyrst was used.
The most obvious example in our
area is Tilehurst, where, at least
from medieval times if not earlier
and until very recently, the land on
the south side of the hill was
associated with ‘tiles’. Elsewhere, at
Buckhurst, Wokingham, the hill had a beech wood, and the soil is indeed sandy at Sandhurst. Baughurst, Hampshire,
which was Baggeherst in 1175, was associated with a ‘badger’. 
A wooded hillside could also be called a hangar, giving apparently grisly names like Old Hangers, Bucklebury, and
Hangings Copse, also in that village. In modern usage the reference is to a steep slope, but in Anglo-Saxon the slopes
referred to were not always steep, and sometimes quite gentle. 
I feel it is important at this point to dispel a myth concerning the origin of the name of our county. It is considered in
some circles that the Berk- of Berkshire means ‘wood’. It does not; it means ‘hill’. It is a Celtic name, derived from
barrog, ‘hilly’, related to Modern Welsh bar, ‘top, summit’, and perhaps originally referring to the region dominated
by the Berkshire Downs. The earliest reference to Berkshire, Berrocscire, is in AD 893, indeed referring to a wood, but
this was the name of the region transferred to a wood, and thus referring only to the topography of the land on which
the wood stood. The location of this wood is uncertain, but was probably in the south-west of the county.
If the hill was in a particularly striking position it could be called a tot-hyll. Again, there is scholarly debate about the
exact significance of tot, as to whether it simply implies ‘a look-out point’ or just ‘a hill with a view’. There is mention
of a Totehill at an undisclosed location in Pangbourne in 1548, and I am tempted to see it, on absolutely no concrete
evidence, as being equivalent to Riverview Road. However that may be, at Toot Baldon, Bullingdon, the dun,
associated with a person called Bealda (Bald-), was considered a good observation point (tot), in the area of the modern
church, for observing activity on the old Roman road below. With the same significance as Toot’s Farm, Caversham,
both names feel as though they are straight out of an Ealing comedy film.
Quite definitely with a military significance is the variation tot-aern, ‘lookout house’. Since high ground is effectively
a pre-requisite for observation of this type, Totterdown Meadow, Bucklebury, mentioned in 1840, and Totterdowns,
Sulhamstead, at the same period, are on hills, as is Totterdown, Chieveley, near the Iron Age hillfort at Ramsbury
Corner, Bucklebury.
If a hill was small and rounded, it could be seen as being the shape of a ball, as at Ballfield Shaw, Chinnor. If it was
rounded but larger, with a protuberance at one end, it could be termed a cnoll, as at Knowle Farm, Kingsclere, first
recorded in the Domesday Book of 1086. Scholars consider that at that time it probably had a more precise
significance, but exactly what is unknown. Only later did it develop the modern implication of a ‘knoll or hillock’.
Knowl Hill, Hurley, shows this uncertainty – the original significance of its name in 1299, la Cnolle, was lost, so ‘Hill’
was added later, since, whatever the original name actually meant, it clearly referred to a hill.
I have emphasised shape in writing here about hills. The
human eye can be very perceptive and the mind sharp on these
occasions. The name Sinodun Hills, Little Wittenham,
although first noted in 1542, may be of great antiquity, derived
from a pre-English name for the hill-fort there. The locals made
nothing of the name, and so readily reduced it to Sandon,
probably thinking of it as a ‘sandy hill’. Another theory for the
origin of the name is that Sinodun is in fact a Renaissance
creation of Oxford academics, a latinised joke referring to the
shape of the hills as seen from the Thames, and summed up in
one local name for them, Berkshire Bubs. They are also known
informally as Mother Dunche’s Buttocks, from the family of
Dunches, on whose estate the two hills stood. She must have
had quite a profile.
Nigel Suffield-Jones Artist’s impression of Sinodun Hills

Oare
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CMC Boiler Services Ltd 

                                      01491 873535 

!"#$%&'()&*$%+,-"++.%/,'%01%.*"')%

*Boiler servicing, repairs & installations 

*Gas fire service, repairs & installations 

*Landlord gas safety certificates (CP12) 

*Chemical power flushing & descaling 

*Oil, gas, LPG & renewable energy 

!

     www.cmcboilerservicesltd.co.uk 
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Call Pangbourne    01189 639113
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Thinking of selling or letting?
Whether you require specific valuation and marketing
advice or wish to discuss general property matters and

requirements, please call us - we are here to help.

T: 0118 984 1841     E: post@neville-turner.co.uk
A: 2 High Street, Pangbourne, Berkshire RG8 7AB

W: www.neville-turner.co.uk

neville turner
Village & Country Property Agents

N             

Services include:
Bookkeeping  . . . . . . . . . . . from £18p/h

Ltd Co. Accounts  . . . . . . from £700p/a

VAT Returns  . . . . . . . . . . from £100p/a

Self Assessments  . . . . . . . . . from £70p/a

(ALL PRICES EXCLUDING VAT) 

For a free quotation:

Call us on 0118 405 6000,
or call in – no appointment necessary,
or email: charles@atbaccounting.co.uk

ATB Accounting
Old Breedon School, 8-10 Reading Road, 

Pangbourne RG8 7LY

0118 405 6000
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ABBOTTS
SHOE REPAIRS & LEATHER GOODS__________________________________
18 Reading Road, Pangbourne, Berks.

Telephone (0118) 984 1155
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ENVIRONMENTAL NEWS 

SAVE MONEY ON HOME ENERGY – APPLY NOW
PAWS is joining with other West Berkshire sustainability groups to promote the Government’s recently announced
GREEN HOMES GRANT. This grant could make a real difference to reducing your household carbon emissions.
Currently 40% of UK carbon emissions are from our homes! The grant is available in two phases. Primary relates to
making the shell of the house efficient and Secondary, to provide double glazing, draught exclusion, ground source
heat pumps etc. Grants made for work could mean a considerable saving, especially to those on lower incomes up
to a maximum of £5,000 to £10,000.
Under an initiative called WARMER STREETS, sustainability groups 
in Thatcham, Hungerford, Purley, Newbury and Pangbourne and
Whitchurch are working to provide a community led discount
insulation scheme to stretch the Green Homes Grant further by
negotiating with local TrustMark approved suppliers of loft and cavity
wall insulation. Initial investigation suggests that one firm in
Wokingham, Instagram, would be willing to provide discount to West
Berkshire residents under our Warmer Streets initiative. This can only
happen if a lot of people apply and refer friends.
By the time you read this we will have had our Information Evening
launch of WARMER STREETS, community-led discount insulation
scheme on October 14th. For more information about Warmer Streets
contact WestBerksCAN@gmail.com.
The Government has made the Green Homes Grant available only for 
a short period – from the end of September 2020 to the end of March 
2021 – so we need to get our skates on and make those applications. 
The hope also is that if the Grant scheme is inundated with applications
the Government will be forced into extending the offer. See article by
Richard Black in eciu.net/blog/2020/green-homes-grant-polling-
policy-implication-of-a-predicted-surge-in-demand.
For information on the Green Homes Grant go to: www.simpleenergyadvice.org.uk/pages/green-homes-Grant and
greenhomesgrant.campaign.gov.uk.
On October 21st our own Brian Hoskins spoke at the West Berks Green Exchange on the subject of the Climate and
Ecological Emergency Bill.
Despite the pain of living with Coronavirus the battle for reducing our global carbon output goes on and while we
cannot meet together in large numbers virtual lobbying for growing our green economy goes on. Please join us at
PAWs or join Friends of the Earth or Greenpeace to keep abreast with events, petitions and Government climate policy.

PAWS FORTHCOMING EVENTS
Thursday 22nd November at 8pm – Film Night. DIY viewing followed by Zoom discussion.
Heather Thorne

Visit our website www.pawsg.com and join our Facebook group: 
PAWS (Pangbourne & Whitchurch Sustainability)

PANGBOURNE AND WHITCHURCH SUSTAINABILITY NEWS

CANTOR’S CROSSWORD NO.14 ANSWERS
Across
1 THREE KINGS, 5 EMIR, 9 ROBIN, 11 TURN ROUND, 12 EARLIER, 13 ELASTIC, 14 CHOCOLATE ICE,
18 NERVOUS WRECK, 21 WATERED, 23 CHEQUES, 24 ARRANGERS, 25 SATIE, 26 LOOK,
27 TRUST FUNDS

Down
1 TURKEY, 2 ROBERT, 3 INTERACTS, 4 GORGE, 6 MOUNTAIN, 7 REDACTED, 8 DREAM TICKETS,
10 NEIGHBOURING, 15 LYRICISTS, 16 SNOWFALL, 17 ORATORIO, 19 BUTTON, 20 ASSESS, 22 DREAR
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ENVIRONMENTAL NEWS 

OTTERS ON THE PANG!
Graham Scholey (Biodiversity Specialist at the Environment Agency and Chair of the UK Otter Biodiversity Action
Plan Steering Group) and I recently found otter spraint on the Pang upstream of Pangbourne on the 16 July 2020
while on a site visit, and we thought it would be interesting to know whether any of you have any recent records of
otters on the river, are able to recognise otter spraint and are able to look for signs in the future.
The otter has made a steady recovery across much of England over the last four decades, following the phasing out
of the toxic chemicals which were mainly responsible for their decline. In the first national otter survey (1977-79)

there were no signs of otters at all on the Thames catchment, and
it was only in the mid-1990s that some evidence of otters started to
be found.  Since then, otters have slowly spread and are now
present on much of the upper and middle Thames catchment, with
evidence on the Thames as far downstream as Windsor and
beyond.  
Despite the extent of activity on the main freshwater Thames, some
of the tributaries such as the Pang have not had many records of
otters, which may in part be due to the low level of monitoring
being undertaken, with very occasional signs in the last ten years.
This is where our local community can help.  
Otters live at low density and have large, defended home ranges,
and the Pang is unlikely to provide territories for more than a few

animals at most.  They feed primarily on fish but take a range of other prey as well.  It is likely that any animal on
the lower Pang is also using the Thames as foraging habitat.  They are expert at avoiding detection and they and
their places of refuge (holts) are fully protected by law.  Predominantly nocturnal and crepuscular (active at dawn
and dusk), the best evidence of otters is usually by finding their droppings, known as spraint.  These are often
deposited at prominent locations such as on bridge ledges, on concrete bagwork, on the ‘saddle’ of trees overhanging
the water and fallen branches across the water, and where a tributary meets the main watercourse.  These are places
where other otters will look for the signs of competitors. 

Otter spraint is not unpleasant to smell, often described as either ‘fishy’ or even like
‘jasmine tea’, and it consists primarily of fish bones and scales.  It can be confused
with mink scats, but these are quite narrow, twisted, and
smelly when fresh whereas otter spraint is a much more
loose gelatinous blob or ‘spiky’ streak of obviously bony
material.  When fresh, otter spraint is green to dark in
colour, and when old it often looks faded and grey like

cigarette ash, and can last a long time (months) if not swept away by floods or knocked
off by people’s feet.
If anyone thinks they have found otter spraint they may wish to send their record (with photo if you are able to take
one) to Graham for verification. (graham.scholey@environment-agency.gov.uk) There is no obligation to either handle
or sniff the spraint!  All confirmed records will be sent to the Thames Valley Environmental Records Centre.  It would
be useful to get more evidence of how regularly the otter may be using the River Pang, and indeed the Sulham Brook
where evidence of spraint has also been found near its confluence with the Thames.
Kay Lacey – Pangbourne Flood Warden, Chair – Pang Valley Flood Forum
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ENVIRONMENTAL NEWS 

PANG VALLEY FLOOD FORUM

THAMES WATER WORKS ON THE SULHAM BROOK.
The final piece of work for Thames Water’s project on the Sulham Brook was
completed earlier this year. These works form part of their WINEP (Water Industry
National Environment Programme) commitment to mitigate the potential negative
effects of abstraction from their Pangbourne Pumping Station.
The photo shows the improvements made to the cattle crossing by the installation of
gravel to reduce the erosion of the stream bed and the innovative “floating” fencing
which will allow for rising flood water when the Brook is subject to intense rainfall.
This can all be seen from the public footpath which crosses the fields at the upstream
end of the Sulham Brook.

OLD RECTORY COTTAGE FOOTPATHS ETC.
Many of you contacted us earlier in the year due to the flooding of the footpath
next to Old Rectory Cottage, and the one running from the A340 across to the
green footbridge over the Pang. You also called us about the huge fallen
willow tree across the Pang as you were concerned that this was adding to the
footpath flooding. I am pleased to say that the willow has now been removed
(thanks to Arborite Tree surgeons). Although the trunk was never really low
enough to cause the water to back up, it was not something that we wanted
to sit there indefinitely as once it had gradually dropped into the river it would
have definitely caused a major blockage.

Temporary repairs have been made to the eroded banks near Old Rectory
Cottage, using Floodsax shown in the photo and more recently with turves
(thanks to John Tomey for his recent help with this work). We and the
riparian owner are looking at a more permanent solution, including the
possibility of making more of the habitat in this area by creating a wetland
area in conjunction with the bank repairs.
We have also brought the state of banks and supports of the green
footbridge over the Pang to the attention of West Berkshire’s Highways
dept. The gabions by the bridge are now quite eroded, as are the banks by
the side of them and the area by the gate. The bridge engineers are
investigating what needs to be done in terms of repairs etc. We will also be
clearing the excessive weed growth from the weir at Old Rectory Cottage
before this gets any worse and hopefully before the river gets too high.

REPORTING CONCERNS AND FLOODING IN GENERAL
As you know we have already had our first storm of the winter, Storm Alex, with
over 40mm of rainfall in one day. The rivers were all quite low so the main risk to us
was from surface water flooding, which fortunately didn’t materialise. However,
please can we ask that you keep an eye on the road gullies around the village and if
you see any problems with them being blocked and unable to drain surface water
away, that you report this to West Berkshire Highways dept. You can do this via a
link on the landing page of our website www.floodalleviation.uk Under
EMERGENGIES and CONCERNS, there is a link for reporting a Highways Drainage
Problem. There are also similar links to report sewer flooding to Thames Water and
blockages in the river to the Environment Agency.
Stephen and I continue to keep an eye on the rivers around the village and try to
ensure there is nothing that would cause a problem in the event of heavy rainfall. You
can never be certain that there won’t be a fallen tree or similar that happens
unexpectedly, however please do not deliberately put obstructions in the river. We
have recently had an incident of large boulders and road signs being put across the
Pang/Thames junction, which is illegal and totally irresponsible, and have lost count
of the times things have been thrown in the Sulham Brook downstream of the A329.
Please ensure your children understand the dangers of doing this too.
Thank you
Kay Lacey, Stephen Billyeald – Pangbourne Flood Wardens
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• Commercial clearances • Domestic clearances
• Man and van services • Garden clearances

• Sheds demolished • Attic clearances
• Fully licensed waste carrier

• Honest and reliable

Serving domestic and business customers
across Berkshire and the surrounding villages –

from single items to full house clearance.

Get in touch for a FREE QUOTE

0118 9019935 or 07889 851 600 
lindsaysclearance@outlook.com

FF @lindsaysclearance

• CLEARANCE & RECYCLING
• REMOVALS & STORAGE
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Plumber &
Bathroom fitter
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Servicing, repairs and MOTs
All makes and models

�

Free local collection 
and delivery service

�

Tel. 0118 957 6405
67 Loverock Road
Reading, RG30 1DZ

Email: cleavercars@btconnect.com

www.cleavercars-reading.co.uk

Monumental & Masonry Craftsmen
Family run business since 1858

Specialists in all stonework
Memorials, Restoration, Kitchens, Bathrooms

A.F. JONES
33 Bedford Road

Reading
RG1 7EX

Tel: 0118 9573537
email

info@afjones.co.uk

E.T. SHEPPARD
36 Reading Road

Henley on Thames
RG9 1AG

Tel: 01491 574644
email 

info@etsheppard.co.uk

PICTURE FRAMING
PICTURE RESTORATION

R. G. Bridgewater
(established in the trade since 1956, 

apprenticed at Reading Fine Art Gallery, 
also with Picture Crafts of London Street, Reading)

• Oils and pastels restored
• Watercolours, engravings, prints de-foxed and cleaned

• Conservation mounting and framing
• All aspects of framing undertaken

(tapestries, silks, butterflies, medals, etc)

Tel: 0118 984 4622
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COUNCIL NEWS

PANGBOURNE PARISH COUNCIL
Tel: 0118 9841118   Email: clerk@pangbourne-pc.gov.uk   Website: www.pangbourne-pc.gov.uk

PANGBOURNE HILL CEMETERY WORKS AND NEW WASTE ARRANGEMENTS 

Visitors to the Cemetery may have noticed recent landscaping works which have
been undertaken by our Chairman and Chair of Grounds to create an area for
grass cuttings and trimmings to compost down. The area now looks much
smarter and the old spoil and waste areas have been cleared.
New bins and smart new housings have also
been installed. There are two new sets of bins
located on either side of the central turning
circle, with each pair providing one bin for
plastic flower wrappings and general waste

and the other for green waste /dead flowers. We would politely ask that visitors
use ONLY these bins going forward and no longer make use of the existing skip.
Any other waste should be taken home and disposed of offsite as there are no facilities to dispose of anything other
than small grave tributes. Your co-operation in this matter going forward is appreciated. 
I’m sure you will agree that the new compost and spoil area looks much smarter and should provide sufficent space
for years to come.

REMEMBRANCE DAY 

Due to the current pandemic restrictions and constantly evolving situation, unfortunately no
Remembrance Day Parade, event or service will be able to take place this year.
Instead wreaths will be individually laid in keeping with government guidance and following
the advice of the Neighbourhood Police Team and Church of England. Wreaths will be placed
by representatives of the Royal British Legion, Police Force, Parish Council, Fire Service and
Royal Lifeboats Association at the War Memorial. 
Other associations such as the Guiding and Scouting Associations are asked to lay their wreaths separately after this.
We politely ask that members of the public do not attend this year and we would request that anyone wishing to
pay their respects visits the war memorial individually later in the day. 
In line with similar activities elsewhere around the country, it is suggested that residents throughout the village
wishing to observe the two minutes silence come out onto their doorsteps, should they wish, at 11am.

The Royal British Legion have a poppy template available to download from their website and
children are encouraged to decorate and colour one for display in their windows. 
Poppies will still be available from the Royal British Legion via several shops in the village in
the run up to Remembrance Day, however there will not be individual poppy sellers this year.
(It should be noted that this article was written 13th October 2020 and guidance and planning
are subject to change. Please see the Council’s website and facebook pages for the latest
information nearer the time.)

CHRISTMAS EVENTS

Unfortunately the annual Village Christmas Evening will also be unlikely to be
held in its usual form this year.
The Parish Council will still be installing its seasonal lights on the street lighting
columns and also providing a Christmas tree for the village , but there will be no
official switch on event.
Please see individual businesses and retailers for details of any special activities
they may be running.
Please also see details of the Doorstep Carols event being run by St James the
Less.

Registered charity number: 219279

EVERY POPPY COUNTS
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COUNCIL NEWS

FOOTPATHS AND PROWS (PUBLIC RIGHTS OF WAY) – VOLUNTEERS WANTED!

As mentioned in the editorial on the first page of the magazine, Pangbourne is a village blessed to have such
unrivalled access to so many beautiful open spaces alongside its quality local amenities. Many of these are accessed
via public rights of way which protect them for the benefit of all for generations to come.

These footpaths (or PROWS) are not
solely restricted to the Countryside
and Pangbourne has a network of
well used smaller paths connecting
various parts of the village centre
and the open countryside beyond.
Pangbourne Parish Council receives
regular communications from
residents regarding these “village”
footpaths in particular commenting
variously on their condition,
lighting, surfacing and overhanging
vegetation, fallen trees or other
obstructions. Maintenance of public
rights of way is a complicated

matter with many running across private land with landowner responsibilities, however as the principal authority,
West Berkshire Council also has a duty to ensure that the footpaths remain accessible and the Parish Council has a
power to contribute.
As with all things , the key is to love them or lose them and whilst Pangbourne Parish Council has been actively
engaging with local landowners and West Berkshire Council with regard to trimming back over hanging vegetation
and surface improvements, we are also asking for volunteers from within the local community to help set up a task
force or a series of “friends” groups to help look after these precious “lifelines” for the village.
Similar groups focussing on traffic, paths and pavements in neighbouring villages such as Goring-On-Thames and
Whitchurch-on-Thames are operational and have seen good results, for example Green Whitchurch meet regularly
to clear vegetation at selected sites around the village.
It may be that you live close to one of these footpaths and would be interested in forming a group of like minded
neighbours to help tidy and clear your local path in conjunction with the Parish Council or you may be interested in
helping in a more general and occasional clear up event (socially distanced of course).
We would be keen to hear from anyone who would be interested in helping/joining in such an initiative and would
also welcome residents views on what improvements they would like to see and where.
Please contact the Parish Council via the Clerk email address Clerk@pangbourne-pc.gov.uk or leave a message on
the parish office phone 0118 984 1118 in the first instance if you would be interested in helping.

HIGHWAYS DRAINAGE 
As we approach what is likely
to be yet another wet and
muddy winter it is a good 
time to focus on the matter 
of highways drainage and
blocked drains throughout the
village.
Did you know that you can
report a blocked or overflowing
public highways drain via the
West Berkshire website under
the report a problem section in
the same way that seasonal
potholes can also be reported. A simple description of the location of the blocked drain should be sufficient to be
able to report it, however for those who wish to, you can use the interactive online map to find it’s individual reference
number and the date it was last cleared.
You can report a problem here – http://www.westberks.gov.uk/reportaproblem
(Options to follow are: Remove or tidy something/road/highway drainage)
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COUNCIL NEWS

TREES

TREE WORKS
The Parish Council is now well under way with its programme of tree works.
The River Meadows car park was closed for one day in early September to allow
works to take place safely on the Meadows and around the Dolphin Centre
building as well as along the ”track” area of the meadows. The bark chippings
have been spread across the entrance to the meadows to help build back up the path and reduce the mud. A new
tree was kindly supplied and planted on the meadows for the parish by the tree contractors carrying out the work
to replace one that needed to be removed.
Unfortunately, it was discovered during the course of these works that three ash trees will need to be removed due
to showing signs of ash die back which has seen a significant rise in cases this year and is affecting open spaces right
across the country. There are 132 ash trees owned by the Parish Council around the village which will need to be
monitored over the coming year.
Works will soon begin on the boundary trees at the Recreation Ground.
HORSE CHESTNUT TREE
With autumn here and conker season in full swing, many children and residents will, I’m sure, have noticed the
recent felling of one of the pair of horse chestnut trees on the verge between Kennedy Drive and the petrol station.
This particular tree had been diseased in recent years and in order to prevent further spread to other nearby horse
chestnuts was removed by tree officers at West Berkshire Council. We are assured that a replacement will be planted,
however this may not be until at least next year at the earliest to allow the ground to recover sufficiently for new
planting to take place. It is likely that a different variety or species will be planted to avoid re-infection.
TREE PLANTING PROJECT – 40 SAPLINGS
The Parish Council have been offered 40 tree saplings which were surplus to requirements from the lockdown wood
project taking place near Newbury. It is likely that these will be planted mainly at the Meadows and Recreation
Ground but possibly also Chiltern Walk and other locations. These will be delivered in November. Anyone wishing
to help with the planting or ongoing aftercare until they establish should contact the Clerk in the first instance

SCAMS
Unfortunately, since our last article there have continued to be a number of recent scam attempts in the parish and
so we are re-publishing the information below again. Please make yourself aware of these and report anything
suspicious to the police via 101 or 999 if you feel threatened or in danger. Please also make a report to actionfraud. 
COURIER FRAUD 
A local resident received a call from a male reporting to be from a bank and they were told to go to the Reading
branch to hand over their bank cards. They were told that someone could come to collect the cards but the victim
said no. A male then came to the door to take the cards, whilst the aggrieved was on phone to the male reporting to
be from the bank. The male at the door was also trying to get the pin number of the cards. The aggrieved refused the
give the cards and pin numbers. 
On another similar incident in Pangbourne, the aggrieved received a call stating her bank cards were out of date,
and that another man would be bringing new cards. A male came to the door. He gave the aggrieved an envelope
which actually contained mobile cards. The aggrieved saw a small car with a black roof drive away. 
We have also heard of other scams involving scammers knocking on doors with false offers of Covid-19 testing. You
should never be asked to pay for a test or approached at the door.

SUBMISSION OF ARTICLES* AND ADVERTS†

COPY DEADLINE DISTRIBUTED

Issue 160 – January/February 4th December 7th January

Issue 161 – March/April 5th February 25th February

Please send all submissions to pangbourne@heraldgraphics.co.uk.
Please bear in mind the distribution date when including dates in your articles.

(*receipt of an article is not a guarantee of inclusion; †payment is required in full prior to publication)
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COUNCIL NEWS

20/01931/      Replace two white, pine, single pane            NO OBJECTION
LBC2              sash windows with two aesthetically 

identical white, pine, single pane sash windows. 
Both windows are to the rear of the property and 
are not visible from the public highway or public 
land. The windows are beyond repair as the base 
(and sides) have rotted through – allowing rain 
water to ingress impacting the internal untreated 
structural timber below. Please see photos 
provided. All other windows are repairable.
14 Whitchurch Road, Pangbourne RG8 7BP

20/01999/      Replacement garden outbuilding.                  NO OBJECTION
HOUSE          South Lodge, Bere Court, Pangbourne RG8 8HT                      

20/01801/      Certificate of Lawfulness Application              NO OBJECTION
CERTE            seeking confirmation that Attic flat 2-10 

Whitchurch Road, 4-6 Whitchurch Road 
and 14 Mulberry House are all the same property 
14 Whitchurch Road, Pangbourne RG8 7BP

20/02147/      Single storey front extension                          NO OBJECTION
HOUSE          12 Chiltern Walk, Pangbourne
20/02111/      New garden building including outdoor        NO OBJECTION
HOUSE          kitchen and external store/changing room

Lower Stonehams, Pangbourne Hill, RG8 8JS
20/02076/      Single storey rear extension                            NO OBJECTION
HOUSE          Valhalla, Kennedy Drive, Pangbourne RG8 7LB                         

20/02076/      Section 73: Variation of condition 2 –          NO WITHDRAWAL
HOUSE          approved plans of previously approved          OF COMMENTS

application 19/02308/HOUSE: First floor 
extension over existing flat roof and dormer 
window to attic 
68 Horseshoe Road, Pangbourne RG8 7JL

20/02237/      Demolition of existing flat roof extension,      NO OBJECTION
HOUSE          conservatory and potting shed. To be replaced 

with single storey rear extension
7 The Moors, Pangbourne RG8 7LP                                           

20/02283/      Demolition of front porches and                     NO OBJECTION
HOUSE          replacement with full width single storey, 

pitched roof extensions to numbers 19 and 20 Chiltern Walk
19 / 20 Chiltern Walk, Pangbourne RG8 7LE                             

20/02154/      Internal and external alterations to existing  NO OBJECTION/
HOUSE          garage outbuilding, and erection of lean-to           COMMENT

greenhouse extension (resubmission of 
Planning Permission No. 17/01768/HOUSE). 
Use of part of ground floor for residential 
purposes ancillary to the main dwelling.
Courtlands, Tidmarsh Road, RG8 7AY                                       

20/02240/      Demolition of existing garage, detached       NO OBJECTION
HOUSE          out building and two pitch roof rear dormers.

Blue Daws, Pangbourne Hill, RG8 7AS                                      

20/02312/      Demolition of existing single storey utility      NO OBJECTION
HOUSE          room. Proposed two storey side extension 

with single storey front and rear extension 
and loft conversion to existing dwelling
6 Bourne Road, Pangbourne RG8 7JS

APPLICATIONS DETERMINED BY WEST BERKSHIRE COUNCIL:

20/01046/      5 Bedroom detached dwelling, detached               APPROVAL
FULD              garage and hardstanding

Former Camden Ridge, Riverview Road, Pangbourne              
20/01786/      TPO 403 – G1 – Field Maple – Removal as              APPROVAL
5DAY              it is dying.

Adventure Dolphin, Dolphin House, 
Whitchurch Road, Pangbourne RG8 7DA

20/01715/      Non-material amendment to planning                    APPROVAL
NONMAT       permission 15/03320/OUTMAJ. 

Amendment: Revised planting scheme. 
Land North of Pangbourne Hill, Pangbourne                            

PLANNING APPLICATIONS REVIEWED BY THE PARISH COUNCIL SINCE LAST ARTICLE

APP NO:       PROPOSAL                                          RECOMMENDATION APP NO:       PROPOSAL                                                   WBC DECISION 

20/01534/      Changes to Gutter area of Link Building to             APPROVAL
LBC2              create new deeper gutter along line of Servants 

wing and to replace lead in gutter with Saranfil.
Bere Court, Pangbourne RG8 8HT                                            

20/01330/      Demolition of existing single storey side                 APPROVAL
HOUSE          extension and proposed single storey extension 

to front and side of existing dwelling
23 St James Close, Pangbourne                                                

20/01318/      Single storey glazed rear extension, blocking          APPROVAL
HOUSE          up of one window and insertion of one velux window.

4 The Moors, Pangbourne, RG8 7LP                                          

20/00642/      New Dwelling                                                              REFUSED
FUL                Garden Land East of Hillside, 

Riverview Road, Pangbourne RG8 7AU
20/00270/      Convert front garden into parking and         APPEAL REFUSED
HOUSE          dropped kerb
                      60 Reading Road, Pangbourne
20/01783/      Beech – Reduce height by approx 3m and              APPROVAL
TPW               reduce crown 2m (eastern side), with cuts no 

greater than 50mm diameter. Final finished 
height of 18.3m.
Marchfield, Flowers Hill, Pangbourne RG8 7BD                        

20/01678/      2no. Leyland Cypress – Remove due to their          APPROVAL
TPW               poor condition and damage to structures.
                      Grange Garden, Flowers Hill, Pangbourne RG8 7BD                
20/01597/      Removal of rear conservatory and construction       APPROVAL
HOUSE          of new, single storey side and rear extensions with 

pitched roof and roof lights to side and rear roofs.
6 Thames Avenue, Pangbourne                                                 

20/01590/      Replace existing front lobby with two storey           APPROVAL
HOUSE          front extension
                      60 Bourne Road, Pangbourne
20/01504/      Changes to First and Second Floor areas to            APPROVAL
LBC2              form Bedroom suites and bathrooms and changes 

to the Servants stair area to allow new service 
routes and to change stair flights from Ground to First floor
Bere Court, Pangbourne, RG8 8HT                                           

20/01476/      Application to determine whether prior              WITHDRAWN
PACOU          approval is required for a proposed change of 

use from light industrial (Class B1c) to Dwelling houses 
(Class C3) under Schedule 2, Part 3, Class PA of the 
Town and Country Planning (General Permitted 
Development) (England) Order 2015 (as amended). 
Proposal: to provide 1 x 3bedroom house with 
secure parking space and landscaped garden.
Kiosks, Water Pumping Station, Tidmarsh Road, Pangbourne

20/01615/      T1 – Douglas Fir – Removal of dead wood;             APPROVAL
TPW               5m crown reduction to good growth points, 

leaving a final finished height of approximately 21m.
Lyndhurst, Bere Court Road, Pangbourne RG8 8JT

20/02077/      Non material amendment to approved               WITHDRAWN
NONMAT       20/00444/HOUSE – Demolition of existing 

single storey utility room. Proposed two storey 
side extension with single storey front and rear 
extension and loft conversion to existing dwelling.
Amendment - Reduce width of extension to run 
1 metre from southern boundary line
6 Bourne Road, Pangbourne RG8 7JS                                       

20/01901/      T1 - Turkey Oak - Large limb growing towards        APPROVAL
TPW               house, to reduce by up to 2 metres, back to 

suitable growth points in order to provide clearance.
Dunheved, Cedar Drive, Pangbourne RG8 7BH

20/01447/      Application for approval of details reserved            APPROVAL
COND1          by conditions 3 (materials), 4 (CMS) and 7 (drainage) 

of approved application 20/00473/FULD, which granted
planning permission for: New 4 bedroom detached 
dwelling with detached garage and new crossover.
Former Camden Ridge, Riverview Road, Pangbourne
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USEFUL NUMBERS 

USEFUL NUMBERS

POLICE     Non-emergency number . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 101

CRIMESTOPPERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0800 555 111

PANGBOURNE PARISH COUNCIL (at Village Hall)
                 www.pangbourne-pc.gov.uk . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0118 984 1118
                 Parish Office opening hours – Mon am, Tues am, Thurs pm

CHAIRMAN OF PANGBOURNE PARISH COUNCIL
                 Peter MacIver – peterpangbourne@gmail.com . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 07768 004844

VICE CHAIRMAN OF PANGBOURNE PARISH COUNCIL
                 John Higgs – jhiggs@pangbourne-pc.gov.uk . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0118 984 4758

CLERK TO PANGBOURNE PARISH COUNCIL
                 Becky Elkin – clerk@pangbourne-pc.gov.uk . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0118 984 1118

WEST BERKSHIRE COUNCIL
                 Switchboard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 01635 551111

CITIZENS ADVICE BUREAU . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 01635 516 605

MP FOR READING WEST
                 Alok Sharma. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0118 941 3803

SURGERY  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0118 984 2234
                 Emergency out-of-hours (6.30pm – 8am) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 111

PHARMACY. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0118 984 2935

LIBRARY   . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0118 984 4117

VOLUNTEER CENTRE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0118 984 4586

PANGBOURNE PARISH PRIEST
                 Reverend Heather Parbury – rector@pangbournechurches.info . . . . . 0118 984 2928

FLOOD WARDENS
                 Kay Lacey . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 07889 231136
                 Stephen Billyeald . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0118 984 3368

THE PANGBOURNE MAGAZINE

Production/Advertising/Finance:
Herald Graphics – 0118 9311488

Submission of articles* and adverts:
pangbourne@heraldgraphics.co.uk
(*receipt of an article is not a guarantee of inclusion)

Deadline for inclusion in the 
November/December Magazine:

Friday, 4th December 2020
(for distribution beginning of January)

Distribution: Lucy Bromage – 07747 056193

Whilst every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of

information printed in the Pangbourne Magazine, the

Editor and publishers cannot accept any responsibility

for the consequences of any errors that may occur.

The opinions expressed in this magazine are those of

the contributors and are not necessarily those of the

Editor or of the Committee. Articles in the Pangbourne

Magazine, or the information contained in them,

may not be used or reproduced by other publications

without the express permission of the Magazine

Committee. Whilst care is taken to establish that our

advertisers are bona fide, readers are advised to take

precautions before entering into any agreement.
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CLASSIFIEDS

ELECTRICIANS
Aylett Electrical
Kevin Aylett – your local, reliable, fully qualified and
insured, domestic electrician. 0118 9302037

Mob: 07986 033 051

FUNERAL SERVICES
A B Walker
See main advert Thatcham – 01635 873672
on page 35. Tilehurst – 0118 304 0068

Reading – 0118 957 3650

GARDEN SERVICES
Gardens by Ross Agar                          0118 971 2340
Design and maintenance.                       0793 948 5919

MOLES? Are they ruining your lawn? 
Call MoleMan Mark to get rid of them. 
British Mole Catchers Register accredited.

07887 480014

JEWELLERY REPAIRS
Sandy Ebdon-Jackson B.A.
Re-stringing, re-designing, replacing lost parts etc.
Please message description and photo of required
repair for quote. 07789 238557

LAUNDRY/DRY CLEANERS
Launderclean 
4 Station Road, Pangbourne. 
Launderette and dry cleaners. 0118 984 2197

PAINTER
Andy The Painter 
Interior and Exterior Painting.
Fully Qualified and Insured. 07933 266874

andyblack007@outlook.com

PLUMBER & BATHROOM FITTER
Happy to undertake the smallest of jobs. 
Call Richard. 0771 333 6661

0118 967 6384

PROPERTY MAINTENANCE
Duncan Agar
All aspects of maintenance including gutter cleaning
and repairs, broken glass, painting, etc.

0118 9712340
07787 552983 

individual
conservatories
and orangeries
by Malbrook

please contact us to arrange a design consultation

TEL: 020 8780 5522 . EMAIL: info@malbrook.co.uk

www.malbrook.co.uk
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